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ABBREVIATIONS
MC
Maintenance Centre
dpi
Device Independent Pixels
sp
Scale independent pixels
OS
Operating System
OLM
Operational Level Maintainer
GUI
Graphical User Interface

USER AND PLATFORM
Guidelines usage

This document covers the new guidelines for the mobile MC. First the global guidelines for mobile devices with multiple
screen size/densities are described. Secondly, the guidelines for a specific mobile platform OS: Android 4.0 ice cream
sandwich are described. Although this document covers the MC design for the most part, this document should always
be used in combination with the most recent OS specific guidelines and the most recent desktop MC guidelines. When
an item is not described in this guidelines document, it is already defined in the desktop MC guidelines. Only the alterations or additions to the current desktop MC guidelines are described in this document.

Role of the interface

The MC-User Interface allows the user to access maintenance services. Maintenance services are system specific but
are generally classified as follows:
Service

Description

State Management

Monitor and control system states and modes

Health Management

Monitor the system health, diagnose problems, and consult technical manuals

Configuration Management

Identify hardware and software parts, monitor and control parameters

The mobile MC is an addition to the desktop MC. The Operational Level Maintainer still has access to a desktop MT
for irregular tasks(i.e software instalment and sensor calibration) which require a features that are not included in the
mobile MC. When a error or fault arises and the OLM needs to be physical present at the system location. For this event,
he uses the mobile MC to provide on-spot fault identification en validation. The mobile MC also supports the OLM with
replacement manuals and to navigate to the problem location. The mobile MC has to be designed to provide only the
essential information and functionality the OLM needs when he is physically present at the system location. Though it is
inadvisable to leave less used features out of the mobile MC, because it is really harmful for the user-interface interaction experience if the OLM needs to go back to desktop version of the MC to get access to addition information or
functionality. The less used features of the mobile MC could be emerged into deeper levels of the mobile MC. While still
staying accessible, the total overview of the MC is not affected. Then again, mobile MC needs to be surveyable, easy to
overlook and accessible. To overcome this antithesis, this document can be used as guideline though a expert guided
assessment is vital.

User

The Maintainer is the main user of the Interface. Its characteristics are further defined in the MC desktop guidelines.
Characteristics

Typical

Skills

At least the skills needed for Operational Level Maintenance (OLM) see Desktop Guidelines.

Experience

Experience with todays mobile devices

Usage environment

The Interface is used in a variety of environments: System environment, Office environment, dimmed Office Environment and Travel route between System and Office environment. These environments have different characteristics. The
GUI shall allow the user to use the MC in the above stated environments.
Environment Type

Description

System environment

Protected environment with 3 meters distance of the
system that needs to be maintained. The user may or
may not have a chair and table available. There may be
relatively much noise (> 60 dB), and many blinking lights.

Office environment

A typical normal office environment, with a desk, chair,
fair lightning

Dimmed office environment

Normal office environment without proper lightning
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Travel route between system and office environment

Varying environment factors: Temperature, Humidity,
Light, Noise, working space(ladders), world orientation.

User interface interaction

The following user interaction shall be available at the mobile application: Check system status and availability, system health, system environment parameters, connection status with external interfaces, system processing rate, and
system configuration. The user open manuals, opens help dialogues for specific screens. Make fault reports and event
logs.
The GUI shall support the following user tasks for maintenance purposes:
-Monitor system health&status
-Provide help and manuals to understand the interface and solve the problem
-Display the system processing rate, system environment parameters and system component parameters
-Display and manipulate the system connection with other interfaces
-Make event logs and fault reports
-Manipulate the status and availability of the system

Hardware
The mobile MC must support various screen sizes and screen density’s for it is used on smart phones, tablets and
products alike. This support could cover the smallest smart phone and the largest high- resolution/size tablet . Consequently no specific screen size/density requirement can be set. The mobile MC should be designed for a large range of
screen resolution and densities. The mobile MC needs to be flexible. How the MC application supports the large range
of screen sizes and density’s, is explained in the next paragraph.
The MC-User Interface shall use the following:
-Display visual output.
-Support a large variety of screen resolutions and densities.
-Support a different screen orientation(landscape/portrait)
-Allow physical input for navigation&control
-Touchscreen
-Finger or Stylus input(optional)
-Gestures(explained in a later chapter)(optional)
-Haptic feedback by device(vibration)
-Voice controlled user input(optional)
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GENERAL USER INTERFACE GUIDELINES

The following section describes general already established user interface guidelines. These guidelines can be used by
designing the GUI for the MC if the other sections of this document don’t cover the needed information. Several important guidelines are listed below. The number behind each guideline links to the appendix complete general guidelines.
For the complete list of available guidelines see the appendix section: General Guidelines.
Be consistent{1}
Ensure that the same terminology is used within an application and that the same terminology is used between handheld applications. In the absence of guidelines, try to borrow ideas from applications that have been well designed and
have a high degree of usability.
Consistency and standards {4}
User should not have to wonder whether words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions
Consistency between platforms {1}
While the same terminology can be used between handheld applications, you will need to think carefully when adapting an application from a desktop to a handheld device. It is not necessarily the case that terminology that works for a
desktop will work for the smaller screened handheld device.
Provide feedback {1}
The system should support the user with feedback regarding what the application is doing. Feedback in relation to, say,
the use of an application or navigation within it could be provided via an assigned information key.
Use metaphors {1}
Real-world metaphors in line with the size of the display should be used. For example, while a desktop metaphor would
be inappropriate for a cell phone, the use of an address book for storing telephone numbers would be okay.
Recognition rather than recall {4}
Make objects, actions and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions or use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.
Clickable graphics should look clickable {1}
-If a graphic is clickable, then I should have defined border and the graphic should have high contrast with the background colour. Conversely graphics that are static should not appear to be click able.
Use icons to clarify concepts
-Icons should be meaningful and representative of the concepts they are meant to convey.
Effective{2}
Accuracy, Consider how many places in the interface are opportunities for error, and protect against them. Look for opportunities to provide feedback and confirmations
Efficient {2}
Operational speed: Place only the most important information in the front of the user. Work on navigation that moves as
directly as possible through a task. Be sure the interaction style minimizes the actions required
General{3}
-Follow conventions if your users are familiar with these
Tabs {3}
Tabs should not be used for sequential steps, as this does not fit the metaphor.
Menus
-The menu structure should be organized around the needs of the users rather than around the underlying software.
List boxes {3}
-Combine the list box with a text box if appropriate.
Text boxes {3}
-Grey-out the text box if you want to show that, in a particular context, the content of the box cannot be changed.
Visibility of system status{4}
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
Match between system and the real world {4}
The system should speak the users’ language, with words phrases, and concepts familiar to the users, rather than
system-oriented terms. Follow real-world convention, making information appear in a natural and logical order.
Aesthetic and minimalist design {4}
Dialogues should not contain information that is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue
competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.
Help and documentation {4}
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and
documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focus on the user’s tasks, list concrete steps to be carried out and not be too large.
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DESIGN
Handling different screen sizes

The MC interface has to support a wide range of devices with differing screens resolutions and sizes(See Figure 1). For
handling those varying screens, the following guidelines section has been established.
Generally the total range of screen size and densities for tablets and smart phones can be put into 4 different size
buckets:
Size

Resolution

small(2-3 inch)

dpi(100-120 dpi)

normal(3-5 inch)

mpdi(120-160 dpi)

large(4-7 inch)

hdpi(160-240 dpi)

xlarge(7-10 inch)

xhdpi(240-320 dpi)

>xlarge

>xhdpi

Assets

For each bucket, a different asset(image, icon, gradient) should be provided to ensure the display quality of those assets
on total above described range of device screen and resolutions. They could, i.e, become blurry. The assets which are
provided for a specific bucket, should be defined with Device Independent Pixels(dp or dpi). This ensures the MC assets
scale well within a specific bucket. For icons used in the mobile MC, see appendix section Icon Size(blz 38) where the
minimal icons asset size is defined.

Fonts

Fonts should be defined in sp. Sp stand for scale independent pixels .It means that is the interface is scaled, the text
size and proportions stays the same. If the size of the text is not scale-independent, the text could become unreadable.
Size

sp

micro

12

small

14

normal

16

large

18

Screen layout

For each bucket, the MC application developer should test if the MC fits well onto the screen and, where needed,
change the screen lay-out for a specific bucket. The MC shall also provide an alternate layout for the two screen
orientations(See Figure 2). I.e. When in the landscape orientation, information can be displayed more horizontally.
The interface should be first designed for a mid range 7 inch size hdpi screen in portrait orientation to establish a baseline application. Next, the designer should research how well the interface scales across the targeted size en resolution
screens. Because all images, input elements, buttons, layout and their relation are defined in dp or dip(device independent pixels), the interface should scale between different buckets. However, the following problems could arise when
scaling the MC:
1. The screen elements are to o small to interact with or the text/indicators/images becomes unusable small
2. Inefficient use of the available space
The first problem can be solved by giving the intractable content a minimum size to ensure the buttons are large
enough to be clicked and text stay readable. Both Google Android and Apple IOS set the minimum button size to around
48dp. With this size, a button has a minimum size of 7X7 mm and is still clickable even on the smallest screen with
normal fingers. This size should be increased if MC should be operable with gloves.
To counter the second problem the interface should be made up of dynamically building blocks. Whenever there is
room, fit as many building blocks into one screen. When it is not possible, make multiple screens. A good example of
this approach is the Google gmail app(See Figure 3.). When in portrait mode, the app display a list of the inbox emails.
When an email is clicked, the interface goes one level deeper into the interface structure and displays the content of
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Figure 1. Variation in screen sizes{5}
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Figure 2. Difference is screen orientation
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the previous selected email. When is landscape mode, the screen is divided into two sections. The right side is the list
of email present in the inbox. The left side displays the content of the selected email which updates whenever the user
selects another email. When the information covers only one interface level, the content could be distributed over different tabs, grouping the most relevant information per tab. This level appliance is only desirable when multi- levels are
present in the interface. For instance, in the MC Faults screen, a capability has to be selected which leads to a fault selection and finally to cause of the selected fault. For this selection sequence, a 3 level tab can be used with appropriate
navigation between this tabs or, if there is enough space, it can be displayed onto one screen with a sequential indicator.
When a certain tab has to contain more information then there is room on screen, a scroll view can be used. A scroll
view can be navigated with a swipe gesture explained in section Design(pp. 18).
For the layout design of the MC, the following steps can be used:
1. Group the indicators, parameters, images and input elements, whom have the greatest correlation into sub groups.
These subgroups make up the building blocks of a specific tab.
2. Group the subgroups per tab, when there is not enough space on a tab for all the sub groups, group the subgroups
into a sub-tab which belong to a main tab. The subgroups can also be displayed in a scroll-able window tab when it
is really necessary that the subgroups are displayed onto one screen. I.e in the Overview tab, the different sub tab are
States, Camera&Power States and Health&Availability. If there is not enough room, these subgroups can be listed inside
a scroll-able Overview screen. Or when that approach is not an option, list the subgroups in the needed sub tabs which
in their turn belong to the main Overview Tab. If the application in programmed correctly, it searches for the best possible listing of the subgroups with the main goal of displaying all the subgroups into one tab with no sub tabs.
3. Add special navigation between the tabs if necessary. I.e. hyperlinks.
4. Add the tabs to the navigation bar in a logical order, starting with the most important tab on the left.

Hardware features

There are extra features which the GUI could use the further support the user, like gps, compass, gyro meter. These
features could prove useful for the MC interface I.e. The Maintainer could use a camera for annotation, a compass/gps
for navigation on deck and shake the device for undoing current user input. These features should only be implemented
when necessary, because it makes the interface harder to learn, more complex to use and most important: more time
consuming to design/develop. Also, the user always needs extra training to use these feature. The benefits of implementing these features are less obvious. It could improve the users experience of the interface and add features to the
interface that otherwise would not be possible(i.e augmented reality and in-world navigation).

General layout

The main layout of the mobile is not very different from the desktop MC. How it could look for Android OS is described
in the chapter Gatekeeper MC. On a mobile device, a vertical swipe gesture can be used to scroll quickly trough a list of
items without losing the total overview completely, but the horizontal space is limited to the screen dimensions. Therefore, screen elements(buttons, tables, groups buttons, etc.) have to be redesigned to make the most use of a vertical
alignment(taking the readability into consideration). I.e for Android, the Health&Availability table is redesigned so the
capability name is positioned below or above the component indicators(See Figure 4). For other Android specific adjustments see section Android Specific(pp. 20). This redesign of screen elements can be done using the OS specific guidelines and the current desktop MC guidelines.
The menu bar and the body pane are still the same for the mobile MC to ensure recognizability between the two platforms. The status bar and several less important screen are removed or merged to keep the interface clean and simple.
The essential items from the status bar have moved to the menu bar.

Input&Output

User can interact with the GUI trough a touchscreen and physical buttons. The user can use his finger or stylus for this
interaction. User can rotate, pitch or shake the device. These input options should be taken into account while designing
the MC. The input can be used for better and more intuitive navigation inside the application. The output can be used to
provide the user with more feedback, increasing its usability and reducing the errors the user makes. The output feedback can be animation in the GUI, or haptic feedback due vibration, sound, ‘affordances’ of certain graphical elements.
For Android, the feedback is described in section Android Specific(pp. 24-25)
Globally, four types of input can be distinguished: Tap a button, fill a text field, check boxes and pick a value out of a
select range.
Globally several types of visual output can be distinguished: Status/health /state indicator, critical value indicator(i.e.
heath sensor value), process progress indicator, range of input value’s([10, 15]), user input feedback(i.e. highlighting of a
button/text input field), edibility indicator, help indicator, help documentation and several parameters values(like processing load, blower rate).
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Figure 3. Google Mail app example
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The GUI shall give the user feedback to confirm an important action. This feedback can be visual, physical or audible.
The user shall use the device possibilities to navigate in the MC.
The different input and output types must be distinguishable by the user.
The GUI could give the user feedback for every action taken the usability of the interface into account.

Gestures

To improve the navigation throughout the MC, the GUI should provide the user to make so called “gestures”. A gesture is
a typical finger movement with a related action. Below the most used and known gestures:
Swipe, tap, Long press, pinch-out, pinch-in, drag and double touch(See Figure 5).
Swipe can be used to navigate back and forth between screens, like a back button or scroll trough a list view.
Tap is used to press buttons. Pinch-open/Pinch-close is used to zoom in/out in a view. Long press enters data selection mode. Opens up a contextual dialogue action bar to interacted with the current data. Drag is used to rearrange data
inside a view.

OS

The operating system used to run the MC influences the interface. The interface must follow the existing conventions of
the running platform OS as well the previous guidelines. Because the interface has to be intuitive, OS conventions have
to be followed. This document contains a specific section guideline for Android OS 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich on pp 20.

Navigation
The User needs to know what he is looking at and where he can navigate to, this is especially important on a smaller
screen.
The menu bar of the MC Interface shall contain menu items, which may be decomposed into submenu items. Each sub
menu item shall correspond with the name of the corresponding page. At selection of a sub menu item, the concerning
page shall be displayed in the Body pane.
The global navigation between the different menu screens should be as much as possible the same for the different
system MC’s and the existing desktop MC. For the navigation between the different tabs in a MC, the horizontal “swipe“
gesture can be used. For scrolling through a list of items, the vertical swipe gesture can be used. These gestures should
only be used for the above described navigation actions.

Colours

The colour usage is defined in the desktop MC guidelines. For additional highlighting, the colour blue #33B5E5 should
be used.

Text

Text on the MT-User Interface shall be presented in font familiar to the other applications of the platform selected for
readability. If required, text can be replaced with a icon representing that text i.e a button with a text indicator “undo
changes“ can be replaced with a smaller button with a icon representing that action. But this is not recommendable,
and should only be used when it is really necessary. When it is used, it should be used consistently.

Naming conventions

If there are several MC’s for the different systems, the naming of the screens should be the same if the screen contains
the same sort of information. The naming of the screens and items shall be the same in comparison with the desktop
MC where possible.

ANDROID SPECIFIC
Android has an comprehensive guideline for application development and design available on the Android development
website. These guidelines cover all aspects of the development and design process. This section is heavily based on
the current Android application guidelines. For the most recent guidelines, see the Android development website. Not all
aspects are covered in this mobile MC guideline document, only the items important for the design of the mobile MC
Application.
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Figure 5. Different Gestures: Tap, Long press, Swipe, Drag, Double Touch, Pinch out, Pinch-in.{5}
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Handling different screen sizes and resolutions
For the support of different screen sizes, the application should be programmed with “fragments”.{5} In these fragments the different previous described subgroups are defined. With fragments, the MC can be programmed in such a
way, the application itself decides how many fragments should be displayed dependent on the screen size, resolution
and orientation. Each fragment has its own layout with corresponding parameters. These fragments can in real-time be
added to a tab layout. For tablets i.e. there could be 2 panels, but for a smaller smart phone, only one panel is displayed
in which the user can navigate one level “deeper” inside the MC. This levels should only be applied when there exist a
sequential step based user input.
All the graphics elements that need to be resolution/size scalable, with a static proportion, should be draw9patched{5}.
Draw9patched is a program that embed information into a graphic shape which tells the program which dimensions
can be scaled, and which dimension must stay the same. This has to be done for a good support of all the different
screen sizes for the screen elements that are not totally defined with dp, i.e the background of a button, which scales
depending of the content. The general assets should be made with a vector based program like Adobe Illustrator. From
this vector graphic one .png asset should be created for each resolution/screen size. These different assets can be used
for draw9patching.
For grouping tabs inside the action bar, android has a widget called a spinner. A spinner can be used in the tab bar when
there is not enough room to display all the available tabs in one screen.
For the different size buckets Android established minimal icon sizes. These icon sizes are listed appendix section Icon
Size(pp.38).

Programming for Android
Google has released a free to use plugin for Eclipse. With this plugin, an Android application can be developed.{5} This
plugin features custom Android libraries, documentation, quick fixes, style able widgets, debugging feature(emulator
and real device) and a emulator. The programming language is java. The plugin support both Windows and Linux OS.
The Android development website offers help support and recourses.

Android OS

Android OS comes with a standard package of applications, like a web-browser, pdf reader, photo tool and etc. These
standard application should be utilised and merged in the MC whenever possible. The MC can link to these external application and send information to that external application.

Screen Lay-out Application level

The interface screen is subdivided into 3 panes as is illustrated in Figure 6. The MC interface screen shall consist of
a navigation bar, a action bar, and body pane. The contents of the body pane shall depend on the selected page. The
content of the navigation bar a shall be independent of the selected page.
The Content pane contains the most important controls and indicators. Because all controls and indicators will not
likely fit on the window, the mobile MC is organized into tabs. A tab is a set of related controls and indicators that are
needed for a particular maintenance task. The controls and indicators on a page may be grouped into sub sections.
Action bar. The Action bar contains the MC system logo, ancestral level navigation, number of faults, system name, system time and action bar icons depending on the selected page. The action bar icons link to specific actions which can
be preformed on the page, i.e the undo/redo button.
Content pane. The content pane of the mobile MC interface shall contain the controls and indicators of the currently
selected page.
Tab bar. The tab bar contains all the available tabs of the MC. Starting on the left with the most important tab. It can
also contain tab groups, which are accessible trough a drop-down menu when the tab is clicked.
Their should at least be a Overview and a Diagnostics: Faults tab.
The most important screen: Overview and should be first viewed when the application is opened.
System navigation bar. This is a OS provided bar and is always visible. It contains information about the
device(smartphone/tablet) status and navigation between the active applications. The user has via the system navigation bar access to the notification screen. Here the most important system notifications are displayed, i.e when there
are new messages and completed or started events. These system notification can also be used as a historical reference to past events.
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Figure 6. Screen Lay-out MC
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Android 4.0 Design

On the left is an selected overview of the different screen elements android uses in its interface(See Figure 7). For
tablets, the status bar is merged with the navigation bar. This are customise-able widgets. Android provides a range of
different themes and corresponding styles. These styles can customised according to the developers preferences. For
the mobile MC, a interface design proposal can be found in the next section of this document.
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Figure 7. Android Stencil for the various input elements{5}
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Interface input/output elements

An overview of the various elements used in the mobile MC for displaying information and processing user input can be
seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. MC input elements derived from {5}
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MC DESIGN
An overview is displayed of the various items used in the MC can be found in Figure 9. The system heartbeat cycle
shows the systems connection status. The critical parameter indicators shows if any child item of the expandable list is
critical.
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Figure 9. MC Interface Design
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MC Interface Gatekeeper
In the following section a complete overview can be seen of how the mobile Gatekeeper MC could look like. There are
6 tabs: Overview, Faults, Navigation, Infra, Processing, Software&Parameters. In each tab, several sub groups can be
found. These sub groups consist of relevant information and functionality about the group. For the navigation between
tabs, a horizontal swipe gesture is used. In portrait mode, the content alignment changes and where needed, makes a
listview of the subgroups or creates a different tab with a deeper level navigation.
The contextual help button pop-ups a dialogue window with a semi transparent background over the currently selected
tab.

Faults screen

In the screen, a erroneousness capability can be selected. This updates the right side of the Fault tab. Here a fault can
be selected which leads to a dropdown menu in which a cause of the selected fault can be selected. In the cause of
fault list item, different actions can be selected. When the navigate to icon is pressed, the MC loads the cause of fault
location in the Navigation Tab. If the available space is insufficient, the MC will organize the System health and the Fault
selection sub groups in different tabs with a navigation switch button between the tabs.

Navigation tab

In the navigation tab, with the previous selected cause of fault, the maintainer can navigate to the fault trough pressing
the red flashing highlighted area on the schematic I-mast view. This actions can be preformed several times before the
maintainer reaches the deepest level of the sub group of the navigation tab. The maintainer can go back and forth in de
I-mast levels with the back and forward buttons.

Infra & Processing status tabs

These screen are the same as the desktop MC, however, the items are listed inside a expandable view organised per
Sensor Head to make a more efficient use of the available space.
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UI Design Guidelines for Handhelp Devices{1}
Be consistent
Ensure that the same terminology is used within an application and that the same terminology is used between handheld applications. In the absence of guidelines, try to borrow ideas from applications that have been well designed and
have a high degree of usability.
Consistency between platforms
While the same terminology can be used between handheld applications, you will need to think carefully when adapting an application from a desktop to a handheld device. It is not necessarily the case that terminology that works for a
desktop will work for the smaller screened handheld device.
Design stability
In the event of, say, a connectivity failure, the system should allow the user to pick up from where he or she left when
the connection is restored. For example, if the user is completing some sort of form and a wireless connection goes
down, the data in the field form previously should not be lost and have to be re-entered.
Provide feedback
The system should support the user with feedback regarding what the application is doing. Feedback in relation to, say,
the use of an application or navigation within it could be provided via an assigned information key.
Forgiveness
The UI should be tolerant of user errors and provide an Undo function by, where feasible, a specially designated Back
key.
Use metaphors
Real-world metaphors in line with the size of the display should be used. For example, while a desktop metaphor would
be inappropriate for a cell phone, the use of an address book for storing telephone numbers would be okay.
Clickable graphics should look clickable
-If a graphic is clickable, then I should have defined border and the graphic should have high contrast with the background colour. Conversely graphics that are static should not appear to be click able.
Use icons to clarify concepts
-Icons should be meaningful and representative of the concepts they are meant to convey.

Usability guidelines{2}

Effective
Accuracy, Consider how many places in the interface are opportunities for error, and protect against them. Look for opportunities to provide feedback and confirmations
Efficient
Operational speed: Place only the most important information in the front of the user. Work on navigation that moves as
directly as possible through a task. Be sure the interaction style minimizes the actions required
Engaging
Draw users in: Consider what aspects of the product are most attractive and incorporate them into the design
Error tolerant
Look for places where selection can replace data entry. Look for places here calculators can support data entry.
Make error messages include opportunities to correct problems.

GUI Design guidelines{3}

General
-Follow conventions if your users are familiar with these
-Most users read from left to right and from top to bottom, you should order widgets to reflect this.
Primary windows
-To identify primary windows, start by looking at the main task objects in the conceptual design
-A launch pad window can be a useful way to organize primary windows.
Secondary windows
-Message boxes should be worded so that the user understands the message. Avoid unnecessary jargon.
-Avoid using unnecessary text boxes.
-Use dialog boxes if additional information is required to carry out a task
Tabs
-The information on different tabs should be independent, avoid using too many tabs.
-Tabs should not be used for sequential steps, as this does not fit the metaphor.
Menus
-Menu items should be named so that their names indicates their purpose.
-The menu structure should be organized around the needs of the users rather than around the underlying software.
Toolbars
-ToolTips can help the user to understand the meaning of the icons.
-Design icons that user can easily recognise and understand.
-Design icons that are visually simple
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-Design icons that are informative
-Design icons that can be easily distinguished
-Design icons that represent concrete objects
-Design icons that are easy to perceive
Command buttons
-Commands should be worded so that they clearly indicate the action that the button carries out
-The button on a dialog box should be the same size and shape. Different-width buttons are acceptable if the labels are
different lengths and the buttons are in a row.
Option buttons and check boxes
-Use option buttons when the user needs to choose one option form a selection
-Limit the number of options or check boxes on the screen according to the amount of space available.
-Use check boxes when the user needs to choose more than one option from a selection.
List boxes
-Use list boxes when there are a large number of options.
-Use a list box, rather than option buttons or check boxes, if the options are likely to change
-Use a drop-down list where there is only limited space.
-Combine the list box with a text box if appropriate.
Text boxes
-Use a text box if it is not possible to anticipate the user input.
-Dot not use a text box without a list box if the GUI requires standardized information.
-The size of the text box should indicate how much information is required.
-The text box should be scrollable if it is not possible top anticipate the quantity of user input
-If the text box is scrollable ensure that sufficient lines are visible to give sufficient context for the person entering the
text.
-Grey-out the text box if you want to show that, in a particular context, the content of the box cannot be changed.

Heuristic user interface evaluation{4}

These rules should be honoured during the design of the user interface. They can be used to evaluate the user interface
Visibility of system status
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
Match between system and the real world
The system should speak the users’ language, with words phrases, and concepts familiar to the users, rather than
system-oriented terms. Follow real-world convention, making information appear in a natural and logical order.
User control and freedom
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted
state without having to go through an extended dialogue. Supports undo and redo.
Consistency and standards
User should not have to wonder whether words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions
Error prevention
Even better than a good error message is a careful design that prevents a problem from occurring in the first place
Recognition rather than recall
Make objects, actions and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions or use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Accelerators—unseen by the novice user—may often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system
can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow user to tailor frequent actions.
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Dialogues should not contain information that is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue
competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
Error messages should be expressed in plain language(no codes). Precisely indicating the problem, and constructively
suggesting a solution.
Help and documentation
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and
documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focus on the user’s tasks, list concrete steps to be carried out and not be too large.
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ACTION BAR
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TAB BAR ICONS
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Icon Size derived from {5}
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